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THE FUTURE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION BY “Southern New
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Southern New Hampshire University is a community that embraces
diversity and represents equality for all. Our mission is to, “Make the
world a better place and more than just a place through our work, but
one learner at a time.”
Our Sophomore Seminar class engaged with SNHU students within the
challenge by asking what changes and improvements they would like to
see within our university. Being sophomores and juniors, we have a good
understanding of the school and what works. Our class makes for a great
representation of SNHU and its emphasis on diversity as we represent an
array of majors ranging from biology to game programming.
The experience that we have gained from this is the further
understanding design thinking. We have learned that there are some
classes that are not necessary for some majors. A challenge was trying to
creating a prototype that everyone can agree with and incorporate
everyone's idea into one prototype.
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DISCOVER
insight into the challenge
DEFINE
the area to focus upon

DEVELOP
potential solutions
DELIVER
solutions that work

CHALLENGE RESOLUTION
“What does today’s university need to be better? What 3 things
should it keep, 3 things should it add, and 3 things should it
eliminate?”
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“Where do we start?” That was the only thing going through our minds.
We started with going around campus to other students to interview them. We asked them, “What 3
things you would add, keep, and eliminate in universities today?”
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We Discovered:
• Students need help transitioning into society / the real world (add)
• Provide extra curricular activities to enhance students and personnel (add)

DISCOVER
insight into
the problem

&
DEFINE
the areas to
focus upon

• Remove required classes not relevant to our majors (eliminate)
• Students and faculty all across higher education are affected and/or involved.
• Most gen eds include math, science, history, and english which are required but do not provide the
life skills that most students need post-graduation.
• Most students will have a better start after college, students won’t struggle as much.

• We want every student to succeed in life, not just in college but in the real world as well.

What We Defined:
“How can universities better prepare students for life after college?”
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What is our solution?
In order to fix the issue of many students coming out of college feeling unprepared for the realities of life,
we propose a new mandatory annual class that focuses on skills necessary for modern adult life.
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How does it work? What are its key elements?
General education classes are made more optional (for declared majors), and students can replace those
with our new adult life skills classes. Each year focuses on a new set of skills, relevant to how far along
they their degree they are.
Students who feel they don't need these courses have the option to test out of them, similar to how many
math and other courses can be tested out of.
Who or what is involved in the solution?
Professors with knowledge on these subjects would be needed to teach these courses. Potentially having
alumni come in and assist by sharing what they have learned in their post-college experiences.
This solution would affect all students as it changes what courses are required to be taken.
What benefits does our proposal generate?

DELIVER
solutions
that work

Students will be better prepared for handling the realities of modern adult life. Too many graduates find
themselves leaving college not knowing how to get a job with their degree. Many others move back in
with their parents because they can't find affordable housing. With our plan, we want students to
graduate into independence.
What KPIs do we establish?
If our proposal generates a relevant impact on higher education, surveys of alumni's post-college
experience should be overall more positive. We should see more alumni finding jobs related to their
degree, better financial situations, and overall increased happiness.
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Testing
We wanted feedback from real life students so we went out
and found some to interview and propose our ideas.
Austen K (Junior)- “I would be totally on board with that, it
would be really helpful for all students”
Bobby S (Junior) - “That sounds like a pretty solid idea, It would
greatly benefit us”
Patrick D (Junior)- “I like the sound of that, in my personal
opinion every college should do that”
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“What does today’s university
need to be better? What 3 things
should it keep, 3 things should it
add, and 3 things should it
eliminate?”
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The Challenge
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CHALLENGE
RESOLUTION
“How can
digitalization
transform the
current
educational
model?”

● With the constant change in the world, students need to be as dynamic as possible,
and one has to be able to prepare and re-invent themselves for the real world and
keep on growing.
● Life skills that need to be taught in college education include personal finance,
home economics, career building, etc. However, students do not feel like their
courses set them up for life after college.
● Professors should show and describe life skills in the context of what they teach.
We can also add a new subject to the curriculum and replace Gen Eds with
Auditing Courses. This proposal consists of how we can implement those lessons
into our education.
● Some students graduating college struggle to apply themselves in real world
settings. This could be finding a job, paying bills, or even finding an apartment to
rent.
The Resolution
Universities need a way to help better prepare students for real world
applications. This will be done by replacing Gen Ed courses with an annual course that
will better help students apply themselves post graduation.
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Keep

Remove

More help with
finances
○ Students
wanted more
guidance with
personal
finances through
college courses
Improved campus
amenities such as
dining halls,
dormitories, etc.
○ Students on
campuses with
nicer and more
well kept
amenities had a
better time at
college
Help transition into
society / the real world
○ Students
wanted more
classes with real
world
connection
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Required gen ed
courses irrelevant to
major
○ Students do not
like taking taking
english gen eds
when they are an
engineering
major
Strict attendance
policies
○ Students did not
like attendance
policies that
would punish
them for issues
out of their hand
Lecture heavy courses
○ A majority of
students did not
like lecture heavy
classes and would
prefer interactive
classes.
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Schedule flexibility
○ Students
enjoyed the
ability to
choose when
their classes
were
Provided resources
such as databases
and wellness centers
○ Students enjoy
having access
to free
resources on
campus
Smaller class sizes
○ Many students
we talked with
preferred the
smaller class
size because it
felt more
intimate and
they felt more
of a connection

FINAL CONCLUSIONS

THE FUTURE OF HIGHER
EDUCATION BY “Southern New
Hampshire University”
We discovered that some classes were not needed
depending on the major. By adding classes with
subjects that surround life skills, we would be able to
better prepare students for post graduation.

The future of higher education should be invested in
getting students involved in the field, and making
sure they are ready for the real challenges that face
them post graduation. Getting students to become
more hands on and active in there fields will make
them feel more confident when getting a job.
We would like to thank Lynn Murray-Chandler and
all students and faculty who participated in this
experiment.

